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Sunglasses play a very important role when chosen well. They not only protect the wearer from
harmful lights, but also give them an elegant look and feel. Today, there are many brands of
sunglasses in the market. This makes it hard for lovers of sunglasses to choose the one that suit
them with ease.

Oakley oilrig can be a good choice during a hot summer. This is because when these sunglasses
are chosen well, they give the wearer an outstanding look. In the recent years, Oakley oil rig
sunglasses have been on high demand in the market. Perhaps, this can be attributed to the good
outlook they give the wearer and the quality that many buyers associate with them.

Generally, there are certain innovative features that many people associate with Oakley oil rig.
These include;

ï•¬	The comfortable fit that they give the wearer. This is because the sunglasses are available in
different sizes ranging from medium to even large faces. They come with extended frame geometry
that has been wrapped in an attractive way.

ï•¬	They have also been sculpted in a precise way.

ï•¬	Oakley oil rig have a mechanism that integrate hinge and they also come with a CAM that perform
dual action.

ï•¬	They deliver enhanced durability due to the quality material used in their manufacture. The material
also gives them lightweight which enable them to give the wearer comfort of having them all day.
They also have a frame made of O matter material making it stress resistant.

ï•¬	Oakley oil rig also have an integrated icon accent made of sculptural metal.

ï•¬	They allow a peripheral view that has been optimized and polaric lens side coverage due to the
geometry lens used in their manufacture.

ï•¬	Their optical impact resistance and precision meet or even exceed the ANZIZ87.1 basic and optical
standards.

ï•¬	These modern sunglasses also come with Plutonite lens, a material that enhances UV protection. It
filters UVA/UVC/UVB and other lethal blue light. It is estimated to filter these harmful lights to 400nm.

This brand of sunglasses has always maintained a good status symbol by manufacturing quality
product. It has also ensured variety so that buyers can have their favorite color. Oakley oil rig comes
in silver, gold, coffee, black, among other colors. This makes it possible for wearers to customize
their looks. A wearer can easily coordinate the looks of their skins with the Oakley oil rig sunglasses.
It is also possible for a lover of sunglasses to buy more than one pair and have them on depending
on the look of the atmosphere. This makes it possible for a wearer to have the feelings they want
with these sunglasses because they can easily have different sunglasses on depending on the
atmospheric conditions.

The quality of the material used in the manufacture of Oakley oil rig is also another innovative
feature that one can notice. The plastic used and the plate that hold the mirror is very popular as it
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give a decoration that gives the wearer an elegant look and feeling.
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